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 by michaelvito   

Gilson Martins 

"Wonderful Bags"

What began as an experiment to revamp a college backpack, has now led

acclaimed designer Gilson Martins to heights of glory. A designer bag

brand, Gilson Martins is known for its stylish looks and affordable prices.

All the bags created under this brand have been inspired by Brazil with a

selection for men and women. Just drop by at this store and pick up a

trendy bag.

 +55 21 3816 0552  Rua Visconde de Pirajá 462, Rio de Janeiro

 by mikefats   

Draco 

"Men's Beach Wear"

With a view to keep the rustic style of Rio alive, business partners Claudio

Gondin and Helio Romero established Draco. Their idea behind opening

such a store was to make menswear that is comfortable, stylish and

something that would be a reflection of the city. Streetwear clothing with

a style was their philosophy, and they have come a long way since they

opened their first store in 1998. Specializing in stylish beach wear, Draco

has everything from swim-shorts, trunks and bermudas to button-downs,

T-shirts and jeans. So if you are looking to unwind on the beach, pick up

your gear from Draco and have fun in the sun.

 +55 21 2227 7393  Rua Francisco Otaviano 55, Rio de Janeiro

 by Associated Fabrication   

Cantão 

"Shopping Spree"

Cantao is a brand that is synonymous with elegance, vibrancy and color.

Started in 1967 by Leila Baretto and Peter Simon, this women's brand has

come a long way. Without losing its essence and ethnicity, the brand has

improved every year. Perfect fit jeans, maxi gowns, cute printed summer

dresses, bikinis, shoes and accessories - you name it and you will find it

here. The spectacular collection that they come up with has landed them

into Fashion Rio where they have been showcasing since 2005. With over

44 stores in Brazil and branches in Spain, Australia, USA, Portugal, UAE

and Japan, Cantao is a favorite among women worldwide.

 +55 21 2431 8850  www.cantao.com.br/  Avenida das Américas 4666, Loja 207,

Barra Shopping, Rio de Janeiro
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